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Mysterious Press, New York, New York, U.S.A., 2000. Hardcover. Condition: New. Dust Jacket
Condition: New. From Library Journal: When someone snuffs out the life of a Colleton County
attorney's wife in the local motel, Detective Dwight Bryant gets the case. And since he's best pals
with Judge Deborah Knott, who happens to be breaking in her new house nearby, the two gather
clues in tandem. The victim's promiscuity surprises no one except her husband, so there are plenty
of suspects, including a partner in the Knott family law firm. Elsewhere, a preacher's wife finds out
about her husband's infidelity, while their son tracks Hurricane Fran, coming up the North Carolina
coast, for his science project. A rousing combination of natural disaster and narrative creativity, this
seventh novel in the Deborah Knott series is highly recommended. [Mystery Guild main selection. ]
Copyright 2000 Reed Business Information, Inc. From Booklist Maron's popular Judge Deborah
Knott series stands somewhere between Hess' Maggody novels and Muller's Sharon McCone series,
mixing Muller's realistic take on a female crime-solver with the rural southern ambience of the
Maggody tales (minus the wacky humor). This time, the residents of Colleton County, North
Carolina, must contend with dual threats:...
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Merely no words and phrases to spell out. It is actually writter in basic words and phrases instead of di icult to understand. Your way of life span will
probably be enhance as soon as you complete reading this article ebook.
-- La ur en Q uitz on-- La ur en Q uitz on

The very best book i actually read through. I have got read through and i am certain that i will likely to read through yet again yet again down the road. I
realized this ebook from my dad and i suggested this book to learn.
-- Alfr eda  B a r r ows-- Alfr eda  B a r r ows
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